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 ABSTRACT 
This research study is to access the effects of centralized purchasing system on 
service delivery in the public sector, Embu West Kenya National Police Service 
Division. T he purpose of the research project is to determine the impact of cost on 
service delivery, to assess the effect of Lead Time on service delivery, to establish the 
effect of coordination on service delivery and to assess the effects of bulk purchase on 
service delivery.  
The targeted population was 92 employees whom 26 were Administration staff, 40 
were Police stations staff and 26 were Police Posts staff. The researcher used stratified 
random sampling as a technique to arrive at the required sample. The researcher 
selected a sample size of 46 members of staff which covered 50% of the population. 
The researcher used questionnaires, personal interview guide, observation guide and 
records analysis guide as instruments in collecting the data. The results are showed by 
using of tables, pie charts and frequency tables In findings, 60% of respondents said 
that cost has an effect on service delivery.86% of the participants said that lead time 
affect service delivery.84% of the respondents said that service delivery is affected by 
coordination. It is recommended that, top management should ensure that 
coordination between users and buying unit is improved.  71% of the respondents said 
that bulk purchase has an impact on service delivery.  Organizations should be allowed 
to adopt a hybrid system of purchasing since if the units are big, they can gain the 
advantage of bulk purchase. 
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 OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 
Cost: Cost may be defined as the expenses incurred on goods or services.  Saleemi 
(1997), points out the advantages of centralized purchasing as Overheads cost 
reduction, Purchasing procedures are simplified, ensure standardization of the quality 
materials purchased, advantages of bulk purchase are achieved, overall inventory is 
reduced leading to reduction in carrying cost. 
Lead time: Lead time is the period of time that it takes for goods to be delivered after 
someone has ordered. Lead time begins by placing an order of goods or services and 
gets finished when goods and services are received. Lead time consist of: 
confirmation of availability, placing an order, acknowledgement of order, order 
delivery, invoicing and payment. Gopalakrishnan (1990) defines lead time as the time 
that lapses between ordering goods, receiving them and replacing them into uses as 
the order. According to Bob and waterman (2001), the basic elements of purchasing 
activities the following: recognition, specification, and quotation, selection, ordering 
until the goods are paid for and stored. 
Purchasing: According to Hornby (2005), purchasing is an activity of buying things, 
especially for a company while Saleemi (1996), holds that purchasing is the 
procurement of materials, machines, tools and equipment on payment. Similarly 
Lysons (1989), defines purchasing as that function responsible for obtaining by 
purchase, lease or other legal means, equipments, materials, supplies and services 
required by an undertaking for use in production. 
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 Centralized purchasing: According to Saleemi (1997), centralized purchasing is a 
situation whereby all the requirements of all the departments of an organization are 
procured at a central unit.  According to McCue and Pitzer (2000), in a fully articulate 
centralized purchasing system all essential purchasing decisions and responsibility of 
insuring the integrity of the purchasing process are vested in the purchasing agency.  
Also Joyce (2000), suggested that centralized purchasing is that 
Purchasing which is handled by one special department.  Hornby (2005), states that, 
to centralize is to give the control of an organization to a group of people in one 
particular place 
Effects: According to Hornby (2005), effects are the changes that somebody or 
something causes in something else either positively or negatively. 
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 CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
1.0 Introduction 
Chapter one presented the Background information, Problem statement, Research 
objectives, Research questions, Justification or significance of the study, Scope of the 
study and the chapter summary. This Research paper focuses on the effects of 
Centralized Purchasing on service delivery in public sector.  
1.1 Background of the Study 
The word Centralized purchasing is heard in the world of business today. Centralized 
purchasing is occurring almost in every country of this world to some extent.  It is 
something which has both positive and negative effects on service delivery of almost 
every nature and every nation. Parikh and Joshi (2005), argued that centralization is 
defined by the degree of hierarchy of authority.  A similar view is presented by 
Stanley (1993), who determines buying Centre centralization as the degree to which 
authority, responsibility, and power are concentrated within an organization or buying 
unit; centralized purchasing implies that purchases are made from either company 
headquarters or some regional or divisional level.  According to McCue and Pitzer 
(2000), in a fully articulate centralized purchasing system all essential purchasing 
decisions and responsibility of insuring the integrity of the purchasing process are 
vested in the purchasing agency.  According to Amold (1999), centralization does not 
necessarily refer to all procurement functions but at least to a centralized supplier 
management and contract handling. Parikh and Joshi (2005), argued that 
centralization is defined by the degree of hierarchy of authority.  A similar view is 
presented by Stanley (1993), who determines buying Centre centralization as the  
 degree to which authority, responsibility, and power are concentrated within an 
organization or buying unit; centralized purchasing implies that purchases are made 
from either company headquarters or some regional or divisional level. Parikh and 
Joshi (2005), argued that centralization is defined by the degree of hierarchy of 
authority. According to Hornby (2005), purchasing is an activity of buying things, 
especially for a company while Saleemi (1996), holds that purchasing is the 
procurement of materials, machines, tools and equipment on payment. According to 
Saleemi (1997), centralized purchasing is a situation whereby all the requirements of 
all the departments of an organization are procured at a central unit. A similar view is 
presented by Stanley (1993), who determines buying Centre centralization as the 
degree to which authority, responsibility, and power are concentrated within an 
organization or buying unit; centralized purchasing implies that purchases are made 
from either company headquarters or some regional or divisional level.  According to 
McCue and Pitzer (2000), in a fully articulate centralized purchasing system all 
essential purchasing decisions and responsibility of insuring the integrity of the 
purchasing process are vested in the purchasing agency.  According to Amold (1999), 
centralization does not necessarily refer to all procurement functions but at least to a 
centralized supplier management and contract handling.  According to Corey (1978), 
the basis for centralizing purchasing exists when two or more locations have common 
requirements; the ability to standardize is a prerequisite for centralization. 
Dobler at el (1984), explains the factors affecting feasibility and desirability of 
centralized purchasing as similarity of material usage, plant department size and 
geographic dispersion of units. 
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 If a firm’s units use entirely different materials, centralized purchasing offers only 
minimal benefits, the major benefit of increased specialization and requirement 
consolidation cannot be achieved. 
As a general rule, centralized purchasing is more advantageous when a firm’s 
individual units are not large, but if they are large, a high degree of buy specialization 
may already have been achieved. 
The closer a firm’s units are situated geographically, the more feasible centralization 
becomes. Conversely, the wider the units are dispersed, the serious the disadvantages 
of centralized purchasing becomes. 
According to Faes et al. (2000), a centralized approach is suited for products with low 
site specificity and low specificity linked to assets or human resources such as  
standardized raw materials and components as well as MRO-items. Joyce (2000), 
states that the opposite of centralization is decentralized purchasing, where purchasing is 
done by individual. Also Smart and Dudas (2007) suggest that MRO goods, 
commodities and indirect materials are the preferred items for a pooling initiative. 
From Kraljic’s (1983), purchasing portfolio are most suitable for centralization.  
Joyce (2006), suggests centralization for high-volume, high-value items for which 
discounts are applicable or specialists can provide better service than local buyers or 
departments.   
Centralized purchasing is a purchasing system in which all the departments of a 
company with a wide geographical distribution can make purchases through a 
common purchasing organization. According to Lysons (2003), there are three models 
of centralized purchasing namely, coordinated development purchasing, centralized 
purchasing and consultative centralized purchasing. 
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 Centralizing purchasing becomes increasingly more important the larger a small 
business grows. 
Some organizations adopt a hybrid system that combines both centralized and 
decentralized purchasing. To centralize or not decentralize depends on many 
dynamics and variables in an organization. 
Centralization offers distinct procedural advantages unavailable in a decentralized 
structure. For one thing, centralization eliminates redundant and duplicated efforts. 
Information and resource sharing create opportunities for combining departmental 
purchases to qualify for volume discounts and decrease transportation and delivery 
costs. A centralized purchasing department also makes creating and maintaining good 
relationships with vendors and suppliers easier. A main reason for this is that it 
reduces confusion among suppliers, who no longer have to wonder who to talk to for 
each different purchase order. 
Centralizing purchasing policies provides for greater internal control. A central 
purchasing policy and top-down information flow standardize decision-making and 
purchasing activities. For example, a centralized policy identifies employees 
authorized to initiate a purchase order, outlines criteria for selecting vendors and 
specifies spending limits. A central policy also addresses ethical issues. Among these 
are the business’s position on accepting gifts from suppliers, identification of 
instances that constitute a conflict of interest and the business’s position on 
maintaining confidentiality. 
Most importantly, a decentralized purchasing structure in which individual 
departments are responsible for their own purchasing activities is often both costly 
and inefficient. In contrast, a centralized organizational and management structure  
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 reduces purchasing costs and creates a more efficient purchasing department. 
Traditionally, centralized or corporate buying units were responsible for such tasks as 
Negotiating major (global and national) contracts; developing policies and 
procedures; Overseeing strategic supplier management programs (such as supplier 
recognition and Diversity); establishing standards on a broad base level; and 
processing an amount of spend. On the other hand, decentralized or remote buying 
units often were charged with dealing with customer service; negotiating regional and 
local contracts; interacting with suppliers; and a heavy amount of transactional buying 
functions. 
Having advantages, centralized purchasing also has disadvantages as well but it is 
clear that the benefits of centralized purchasing have more weight than its 
disadvantages. 
Leeders et al (2002), identify the disadvantages of centralized purchasing as lack of 
recognition of unique needs, long distance from the users, high visibility of 
purchasing costs, lack of business unit focus, most knowledge sharing one way, 
tendency to minimize legitimate, focus on corporate requirements, not on business 
unit strategic requirements, corporate staff appears excessive, lack of job flexibility 
and narrow specialization and job boredom. 
1.1.1 Embu West Kenya National Police Service Division (KNPSD) Profile 
Embu west Kenya National Police Service Division is a unit of Kenya National Police 
Service the (KNPS). The Kenya National Police service is a National body in charge 
of law enforcement.(UtumishiKwaWote). Embu west Divisional Police Headquarters 
has two police stations and three police posts. It is headed by officer commanding 
division (OCPD) assisted by a Deputy Officer Commanding police division 
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 (D/OCPD).The Police stations are each headed by an officer commanding station 
(OCS) while the police post each is headed by an officer commanding police post 
(OCPP). Embu west Police Division has a total of 230 workers which includes 
uniformed staff and civilian staff. Embu Police Division is managed and guided by 
the Kenya Police service Vision, Mission and Mandate. The vision of the Kenya 
National Police Service (KNPS) is to give a world class service, to be friendly with 
people, to be responsive and to work professionally. The mission of the Kenya 
National Police Service (KNPS) is to give services of quality, to meet the 
requirements of customers, upholding the rule of law, maintaining a strong 
community partnership to attain better social, economic and political development. It 
is the duty of KNPS to ensure that law and order is maintained, preserving peace, 
protecting life, protecting property, crime detection and prevention, apprehension of 
offenders and law enforcement. 
The following are the services delivered by KNPS to the members of public:- 
(i)  Responding to distress/emergency calls when a crime is committed. 
(ii) Investigating reported crimes. 
(iii) Production in court suspects/accused persons held in Police custody. 
(iv) Issuing P3 forms for paralegal purpose. 
(v) Providing police abstract forms for paralegal purpose. 
(vi) Provision of escort services when requested and justified. 
(vii) To handle domestic violence and child abuse. 
Kenya Police Service customers are members of Public and Serving Police Officers 
Embu Divisional Police provide services in the Embu west as a whole. Particularly 
Embu Divisional Police acts as an administration while most of the services to  
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 members of public are delivered at the police stations and the police posts. Due to the 
nature of operations in the police stations and police posts the purchasing system used 
should ensure the availability of materials as and when required to enable the stations 
and the posts of police to deliver services effectively and efficiently. Through 
effective purchasing system the police stations and posts will be supplied with 
requirements which will lead to smooth running of service delivery to the members of 
public and serving police officers. The researcher intends to assess the effects of 
centralized purchasing system on service delivery at Embu West Kenya National 
Police Division.  
1.2 Statement of the problem 
It is one of the purchasing unit objectives to ensure that good and services are 
available as and when required in order to ensure continues supply to users. Kenya 
Police Services are vital and therefore police stations need to be equipped with 
requirements per purchasing objective so that to accomplish their vision, mission and 
mandate. The items used in the police stations are largely homogeneous and are 
centrally purchased either at Force Central Store or at Embu west Police Divisional 
Headquarters. During the pre-survey period, I noticed that the Embu west Divisional 
Police are faced with many challenges, especially in applying the centralized 
purchasing system. This was evidenced by frequent stock out of essential 
commodities, such as fuel, riot equipments, stretchers, gloves and paralegal 
documents due to late delivery or suppliers failing to supply. Some of the police 
officers have uniform equipment which looks old and torn due to shortages of 
uniform equipments in the storehouse or there might be informs in the store which are 
small or big in size such that they cannot fit the needy officers. There is delay in 
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  responding to emergency calls when a crime is committed since, police stations are 
located far from Embu west Police Division and it takes long time for a police vehicle 
to travel from the police station to Divisional police headquarters to be fueled and 
then go back to the station to respond to an emergency call. The purchasing function 
is handled by a supply chain management assistant (4) who did not have adequate 
skills and knowledge required to manage purchasing function. It is on the above basis 
that the researcher proposes to carry out an assessment of effects of centralized 
purchasing system on service delivery in the public sector, especially Embu west 
Divisional Police Headquarters. 
1.3 Objectives 
The General objective is to assess how centralized purchasing system influence 
service delivery at Embu west Kenya Police Division.  
1.3.1 Specific Objectives 
ii To examine the effect of cost on service delivery at Embu West KNPSD.   
ii To assess the effect of Lead Time on service delivery at Embu West KNPSD.   
iii To establish the effect of coordination on service delivery at Embu West KNPSD.   
iv To assess the effects of bulk purchase on service delivery at Embu West KNPSD.   
1.4 Research questions 
The research attempt to answer the following questions: 
i. What are the effects of cost on service delivery at Embu West KNPSD? 
ii. What is the effect of coordination on service delivery at Embu West KNPSD? 
iii. What is the effect of Lead Time on service delivery at Embu West KNPSD? 
iv. What is the effect of bulk purchase on service delivery? 
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 1.5 Justification for the research 
The vision and mission of the Kenya National Police Service (KNPS) is to give a 
world class service and to give services of quality to meet the requirements of 
customers. The Kenya Police service requires a continuous flow of supply of 
requirements which only can be achieved through effective purchasing system. 
At Embu west Divisional Police the researcher discovered factors influencing 
centralized purchasing system which causes the purchasing function not to achieve its 
objectives. The fundamental obligation of purchasing is to supply an organization 
with flow of materials and services as and when required.  
 The researcher noted that: 
i. The police officers are failing to deliver services due to lack of adequate fuel 
for police vehicles. 
ii. The police officers handling road accident cases without gloves which is 
risking their lives. 
iii. Police officers attending riots without protective equipments which make them 
reluctant to perform their duties. 
iv. Police officers carrying casualties without stretchers. 
v. This scenario is more critical for a police Division that provides essential 
services to the members of public. 
1.6 Study significance 
The research project will of great help to the following: 
The researcher  
The researcher will acquire a bachelor’s degree in management and leadership. It will 
also equip the researcher with relevant and necessary skills required to perform duties  
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 better 
The Kenya National Police Service Department  
From the recommendations made from this research, the police departments will 
know the problems affecting the department and then corrective action can be taken 
after analyzing these problems. 
 The Professionals  
The professionals in purchasing will understand benefits and limitations of using 
centralized purchasing system. 
Other Researchers  
The study will be used by other researchers in future for reference. 
1.7The study scope  
This study focuses on the effects of centralized purchasing on service delivery in the 
public sector, at Embu West Kenya Police division. The study carried a period of 
approximate of eight months from September to May 2018. Embu west division has 
two police stations and three police posts which are located in Embu County.  Embu 
West Kenya Police division has a population of 92 members of staff, but the 
researcher is targeting on 46 members who are drawn from different police stations, 
Police posts and Administration sections of Embu west division.  
1.8 Summary of the chapter  
The chapter covered Background information, Problem statement, Research 
objectives, Research questions, Justification or significance of the study, and the 
Scope of the study. This Research paper focuses on the effects of Centralized 
Purchasing on service delivery in public sector 
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 CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.0 Introduction 
The chapter discusses theoretical review and conceptual framework of the study. The 
study discusses three theories relevant to the variables of this study. Theories to be 
discussed include; agency theory, system theory, Public Interest theories of regulation 
and New management theory. The study will further discuss independent and 
dependent variables in the conceptual framework. The chapter also discusses 
empirical literature relevant to the study as well as providing summary and the gap of 
the research study. 
2.1 Theoretical framework  
 A theory is any conceptualization, used in interpretation of empirical phenomenon. 
According to sapru (2008), theories can be classified according to their scope, 
function, structure and level. Theories relevant to the study are reviewed in this 
section. The theories illustrate the relationship of the variables in the study with the 
main objectives of the study. The study will adopt structural contingency theory, 
public interest theories of Regulation, agency theory and theory of constraints 
2.1.1 Structural Contingency Theory 
Structural contingency theory states that there is no organizational structure that is 
highly effective for all organizations. Each organization must find a structure that is 
contingent to its situation. This situation, which gain influences the choice of 
organizational structure, can be characterized, or influenced by the number of 
contingency factors. Within structural contingency theory, a number of contingency 
factors are identified such as task uncertainty, technology, environmental change, 
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 technological change, size and strategy. Donaldson (2001) argues that these factors 
can be reduced to the following underlying factors: size, task uncertainty, and task 
interdependence. 
Size as a contingency factor relates to the size of the organization, for example the 
number of employees. The way size affect the structure of the organization is as 
follows: when an organization has a few members and is relatively small, a simple 
centralized structure is sufficient. The top manager can have the decision authority 
since he or she has both the capacity sufficient overview of the entire organization. 
However, as the organization grows, this simple structure is replaced by a 
bureaucracy featuring a tall hierarchy and extensive specialization. According to 
Kelly and Fleming (1986), this makes decentralization of decision authority close to 
necessity since internal structural complexity and length of hierarchy makes 
centralization infeasible. 
Task uncertainty is often caused by environmental and technological change. This 
uncertainty may then be reinforced by the innovation and often is needed as a 
response to these changes in environment and technology. If a task has low 
uncertainty, it is most efficiently performed in a centralized structure, since his allows 
efficient planning and co-ordination. However, with high task uncertainty, less work 
can be scheduled in advance and the firm needs to rely more on ad hoc solutions 
hence, there should be a reduction in formalization and the firm should have a more 
decentralized structure. Tasks interdependence relates to activities of organization’s 
different sub units that are connected to each other. The classical distinction of 
interdependence is pooled sequential and reciprocal interdependence. The way task 
interdependence affects 
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 organizational structure is that low interdependence between tasks, fits with 
divisionalization. According to Donaldson (2001), the divisional structure is a 
decentralized organizational structure. The reason for this is that there might not be 
need for a central division coordinating the interdependent activities. However, the 
greater the task interdependence, the more   centralized the coordination. 
Even though these factors are characteristics of an organization, Donaldson (2001) 
argues that these characteristics often reflect the influence of environment in which 
the organization is located. He further argues that in order to be sufficient, 
organization need a structure that fits to the characteristics of the organization and 
thus to its environment. Within structural contingency theory, organizational structure 
involves more than the tension between a centralized and decentralized structure. 
Other structural dimensions may include specialization, standardization, hierarchical 
levels, and span of control. However, since some of these extra dimensions are 
touched upon within the tension between centralized and decentralized structure, the 
contingency factors mentioned above, may still be relevant for choosing   between 
centralized and decentralized purchasing structure. In addition, several academics 
have performed studies to identify the underlying factors that affect the choice of 
structure. These factors are found using different theories and perspectives and can be 
classified as information and power related factors, and purchasing related factors. 
2.1.2 Public Interest Theories of Regulation 
The theories were proposed by Arrow (1985). The first group of regulation theories 
account for regulation from the point of view of aiming for public interest. This public  
interest can be further described as the best possible allocation of scarce resources for 
individual and collective goods. In western economies, the allocation of scarce 
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 resources is to a significant by the market mechanism. 
Arrow (1985), in theory, it can even be demonstrated that, under certain 
circumstances, the allocation of resources by means of the market mechanism is 
optional. As par Bator(1958),because these conditions are frequently not adhered to in 
practice, the allocation of resources is not optimal and a demand for methods for 
improving the allocation arises. According to Arrow (1970), one of the methods of 
achieving efficiency in the allocation of resources is government regulation. 
According to public interest theory, government regulation is the instrument for 
overcoming the disadvantages of imperfect competition, unbalanced market 
operation, missing markets and undesirable market results.  
In the first place, regulation can improve the allocation by facilitating, maintaining, or 
imitating market operation. Pejovich (1979) notified that, the exchange of goods and 
production factors in markets assumes the definition, allocation and assertion of 
individual property rights and freedom to contract. The guarantee of property rights 
and any necessary enforcement of contract compliance can be more efficiently 
organized collectively than individually. Furthermore, the costs of market transactions 
are reduced by property and contract law. 
The freedom to contract can, however, also be used to achieve cooperative between 
parties opposed to market operation. Agreements between producers give rise to price 
deviating from the marginal cost and an inefficient quantity of goods is put on the 
market. According to Shubik (1970), antimonopoly legislation is aimed at maintaining 
the market operation through monitoring the creation of positions of economic power 
and by prohibiting competition limiting agreements or punishing the misuse thereof. 
The theory is relevant to the study as it explains the role of regulations, procurement 
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 regulations in this case, on efficiency and effectiveness. According to the theory, 
government regulation is the instrument for overcoming the disadvantages of 
imperfect competition, unbalanced market operation, missing market and undesirable 
market results. Procurement regulations are supposed to bring equality in allocation of 
procurement contract. The existing laws on special group procurement are enacted in 
the interest of the groups to facilitate and maintain proper allocation of procurement 
contracts in the public sector. 
2.1.3Agency theory 
Agency theory describes the relationship between one party called the principal and 
other called the agent. According to Jensen (1976) an agency relationship is a contract 
under which one or more persons (principals) engage another person (the agent) to 
perform some service on their behalf which involves delegating some decision-
making authority to the agent.” When executing the tasks within the principal-agent 
relationship, the agent must choose actions that have consequences for both the 
principal and the agent. Since these outcomes can be either negative or positive for 
each of the actors; the chosen action of the agent the welfare of both. Agency theory 
in economics has long been concerned with the issues of control that arise as a result 
of information asymmetries between agent delegated to maximize the welfare of the 
principals who contracted with them(Ross,1973) and (Jensen,1976). In general, all 
principal-agent relationships are plagued by uncertainty not only in the level of an 
agent’s action gets transformation into the output and whether or not the agent is 
acting in the principal’s best interest. As per Nikkinen (2004), the theory has been 
successfully applied to a myriad disciplines including accounting, economics, politics, 
finance, marketing and sociology. Agency theory is a fruitful method for modeling 
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 cooperative public purchasing in that it helps to identify the various incentives of the 
stakeholders. By clarifying the opportunities and constraints they face, hope is 
engendered that efficiency, effectiveness, and accountability will be increased. 
The theory is relevant to the study as it helps explain the relationship between the 
individual purchasing units who are the principal in this matter and central purchasing 
unit the agent. Employees who serve in this function are known as buyers, purchasing 
agents, or supply managers. Depending on the size of the organization, buyers may 
further be ranked as senior buyers or junior buyers. It is the mandate of the central 
purchasing unit to purchase all the items required by the units on their behalf. In order 
to ensure efficiency and effectiveness public institutions must identify the factors that 
limit centralized purchasing such as cost, lead time and coordination. In theory, after 
obtaining a large contract with a centralized procurement agency, an entrepreneur 
should be able to increase his profit, invest, and/or lower his prices to become more 
competitive. This benefits the centralized procurement agency as lower prices are 
offered. However, this argument is losing some weight with the increase in industrial 
automation which makes it possible to produce customized products at a similar cost 
to mass produced products. For example, a hospital can order 10 uniforms made of a 
certain color and design for the same cost as would earlier have required an order of 
1000 because the order is give and executed through a computerized production 
system. The influence of lower prices and higher demand is not, however simply the 
result of bulk purchase. Although marginal costs of production and the risk to the 
supplier can both be reduced with a contract for a large quantity of goods and/services 
there are other economic benefits. The increased purchasing power of the agency 
allows the supply base to be streamlined and overhead costs to be reduced. It 
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 also allows the proactive purchaser to seek changes in the supplier’s organization and 
production methods, further reducing costs. 
Centralized efforts are often justified by the need to establish technical standards for 
information technology system and computer software applications within the 
government sector and, similarly to set environmental standards for the inclusion in 
technical specification and contract with suppliers. It is less easy to achieve these 
objective if the governments purchasing system is highly fragmented, particularly in 
the absence of a public procurement office with sufficient formal and informal 
powers. 
Potential non-cost benefits which support centralized purchasing groups include, as 
already mentioned, better service to the customer resulting from a more expert and 
responsive staff. Greater attention can be paid to contract management and problem 
resolution (e.g. Faulty items below specification poor after sale maintenance etc.) 
which add value for the client and which are easier to deliver in a more centralized 
system. 
Human resources should also be easier to manage in a centralized system. Training of 
staff can often be more easily undertaken as many staff members are centrally located. 
Performance management of staff can be handled through a common system. Fewer 
people need to be trained as there are fewer agencies requiring skilled and 
experienced procurement specialists. The increased professionalism that specialist 
purchasers can bring to centralized procurement will enhance the economic benefits  
already referred to and should reduce the chances of error undermining these effects. 
A dedicated procurement team is more likely to be able to deliver increased benefits 
year after year which even during sustained periods of budget stringency. 
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 Centralized purchasing system encourage the spared of the good transparency 
provisions such as proper recoding and reporting of transactions, effective 
management controls, and an audit trail open to public scrutiny. Purchases can more 
easily be checked for evidence of financial mismanagement and corruption. In 
addition, the employees of a single agency can more easily be trained and encouraged 
to use efficient control and reporting procedures. Lines of responsibility are more 
easily established and sound financial practices more easily maintained. 
2.1.4Theory of Constraints 
Theory of constraint is used to improve the profit of the organization. It acts as a 
method for an organizational change. The necessary concept of constraint theory is 
that each and every organization must have at least one constraint. Constraint is a 
disadvantageous factor that hinders an organization from attaining whatever it strives 
for hence, most of the organizations focuses on profit. Some of the constraints found 
in manufacturing organizations are: market demand. Sales department’s ability to 
translate market demand into orders. The theory of constraints (TOC) has been widely 
known as a management philosophy coined by Goldratt (1990a) that aims to initiate 
and implement breakthrough improvement through focusing on a constraint that 
prevents a system from achieving higher level of performance. The theory of 
constraints paradigm essentially states that every firm must have at least one 
constraint. Goldratt and Cox (1992) define a constraint as any element or factor that 
limits the system from doing more of what it was designed to accomplish. The owner 
of a system is assumed to establish its goal. The fundamental goal of most business 
entities is to make money now and in the future. Other stakeholders may develop 
necessary conditions that must be met to allow the system to continue operating. The  
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 theory of constraints thus encourages managers to identify what is preventing them 
from moving towards their goals as well as necessary conditions and find solutions to 
overcome this limitation. According to Simatupang et al (1997), the theory of 
constraints comprises a set of three separate but interrelated areas namely, logistics, 
performance measurement, and logical thinking. The theory of constraints 
applications to logistics includes the drum-buffer-rope scheduling method, buffer 
management, and the VAT analysis. Measurements are required to determine whether 
or not the system is accomplishing its goal of making money. Performance 
measurement includes operating measures (i.e., throughput, inventory, operating 
expenses) and local performance measures (i.e., throughput-dollar-days and 
inventory-dollar-days). Logical thinking comprises the five-step-focusing process and 
the thinking processes. Nitrate on exploiting resources based on different logistics 
cost along the supply chain. Little attention has been given, within the literature, to 
the application of the theory of constraints concepts to the management of supply 
chains where collaboration must be fostered between independent firms. Covington 
(1996) applied the theory of constraints thinking process to identify problems in the 
apparel supply chain and describes the bringing together of managers from different 
firms to cooperate in improving the overall supply chain profit. Stein (1997) proposed 
a conceptual model of locating the time buffer at different positions of participating 
members to protect actual sales from demand and supply uncertainty. Goldratt et al. 
(2000) conceptualized performance measures to maintain trust amongst the 
participating members. This paper follows up the previous research through clarifying 
how participating members can benefit from applying the theory of constraints to 
centralized purchasing and devising strategies to improve the centralized purchasing 
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 performance. 
2.2 Empirical Literature Review 
Empirical literature review section deals with the studies that are done before and 
have relationship with the main topic of the study. This is relevant because knowing 
what exist, informs identification of other relevant areas that need to be researched. 
According to Creswell (2013), empirical literature review is an act which ties the past 
to present, and looks into filling the gap for the future in a particular field of study. 
The section reviews literature globally, regionally and locally. 
2.2.1 Cost and service delivery 
A study was conducted by Karjalainen (2009) on how organizations can estimate and 
quantify the cost effects of purchasing centralization. Literature review which was 
done on centralized purchasing brought the main results and revealed that there are 
gaps in the research field. Particularly it was found that the studies giving quantified 
estimates of effect of cost of centralized purchasing is not available. There are many 
ways of cost savings in centralized purchasing other than lowering the prices through 
bulk purchase such as low transaction cost, reduced administrative cost, lowered 
inventory cost and savings in logistics cost. 
Based on the previous research conducted by celec et al. (2003) regarding centralized 
contracts, in paper 1 the focus was on estimating and quantifying two particularly 
relevant cost effects: the effects of differences in purchasing price and in purchasing 
process costs, particularly in the contract tendering process. This is the empirical 
information gathered from the government of Finnish. The procedure used to estimate 
the impact of centralized purchasing on the tendering process costs was to analyze the 
time used on conducting the tendering process for both the centralized and 
decentralized purchasing model. The expenses this work was the computed and  
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 proposed the formula of how the information on tendering process cost can be useful 
to estimate the cost savings of centralized purchasing on accounts to the compliance 
rate to the centralized purchasing model and contracts. The cost effects of centralized 
purchasing were estimated by accessing the central framework agreement price with 
market prices. The empirical evidence of the cost savings was brought forward in 
selected item categories and a general conclusion was found through the empirical 
information. It was revealed that is the economies of scale are evident. 
2.2.2 Lead time and service delivery 
A study was conducted by MD. Taslimumul (2014) to establish effectiveness of 
centralized procurement systems in public sector in Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics 
(BBS), a Case Study of Economic Census 2013 Project. Based on the literature 
review, analysis and questionnaire survey the study revealed that centralized 
purchasing is effective with a problem in lead time which should be addressed. Lead 
time becomes longer in case of centralized purchasing than the decentralized 
purchasing. Centralized purchasing system improved the quality and price of 
procurement significantly but in case of lead time it had some deficiencies. 
2.2.3 Co-ordination and service delivery 
Moses Baido (2014) conducted a study about assessing the operations of centralized 
procurement system, a case study of Process and Plant Sales Ghana Limited. The 
study reviewed that there are challenges facing centralizing procurement. It was 
identified that co-ordination and communication is slow and difficult. There are 
chances of misunderstanding between purchasing department and other departments 
because other departments may not get their requirement according to their own will. 
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 2.2.4 Bulk purchase and service delivery 
SIGMA (2000) conducted a study about centralized and decentralized public 
procurement. The study reviewed that bulk purchase leads to significant reductions of 
prices of goods and to get better services at a reduced cost. It is real that most of 
procurement agencies or associations confess growth in their sales even when they 
lose their previous monopoly status and high competition in the market. A large 
organization should be in a position to obtain greater savings that is received through 
reduced prices of goods and services which are bought in large numbers by a 
centralized purchasing organization. Prices of some types of raw materials are very 
sensitive to volume. In such circumstances buying higher volumes may immediately 
lead to cost savings. 
2.3 Conceptual Framework 
Robson (2002) defines the Conceptual Framework of a study as the system of 
concepts, assumptions, expectations, beliefs and theories that supports and informs 
research as a key part of the research design. The variables of the study comprised one 
dependent variable (service delivery) and four independent variables (Cost, Lead 
time, Coordination and Bulk purchase) 
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 Figure 2.1: Conceptual Framework  
Independent Variables                                                                Dependent Variable 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.5  
2.6  
2.3.1 Cost 
Cost is the price of products or services that is available for purchase by suppliers or 
consumers. Amold (1999), state that centralized purchasing helps to realize 
economics of scale by building demand.  According to Joyce (2006), centralized 
purchasing may be able to obtain lower prices than decentralized units if the higher 
volume created by combining orders enables it to take advantage of quantity 
discounts.  Fees et al (2000), refer to this as enforced purchasing power.  Many others 
such as Amold et al (1999), refer to the increased negotiation power, which leads to 
better prices and terms.  Nollet and Beaulieu (2005), suggest that search for more  
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 contractual conditions is the most frequent reason mentioned for being part of a 
purchasing group.   
According to Heijboer (2003), transaction costs can be lowered by building 
orders.Tella and Virolainen (2005), explain that the reduction of the number of 
transactions is a way to explain the advantages of purchasing consortia by transaction 
cost economies.  Also Essig (2000), Amold (1999) and Stanley (1993), discuss less 
administrative work and a decrease in administrative duplication in addition to 
reduction of purchasing organization expenses. Stanley (1993), states that 
administrative costs are expected to be reduced in other areas of the firm as well, such 
as accounts payable. Johnson (1999) and Corey (1078), suggest that centralization can 
economize the use of scarce procurement resources.   
Heijboer (2003) and Joyce (2006), suggest that by purchasing goods together better 
service and closer attention can be obtained from suppliers.  Faes et al. (2000), argue 
that there are two other types of purchasing synergies in addition to economies of 
scale are economies of process and economies of information and learning. When 
organizations come together they can share information about suppliers, new 
technologies and market knowledge, as well as past purchasing experiences. The end 
result is eliminating redundancy in the supply chain, as well as reduced transaction 
costs and achievement of far greater process economies. Amold (1999), suggests 
efficient use of a available purchasing skills as a centralization benefit.  This is backed 
up by McCue and Pitzer (2000), who argue that developing purchasing expertise, the 
mainstay of a central system, increases efficiency and economy and insures the 
integrity of the purchasing system, Joyce (20000) and Johnson (1999), point out that 
centralization often enables companies to assign certain categories of 
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 items to specialists, who tend to be more efficient because they are able to concentrate 
their efforts on relatively few categories. According to Tella and Virolainen (2005), 
Other benefits mentioned are increased flexibility of inventories, acquisition of more  
profound knowledge of the market and establishment of a global supply view Amold ( 
1999), increased control over purchase commitments, Stanley (1993), coping with 
supply shortages and assuring long-term availability of needed resources and 
responding effectively to a changing business environment Corey (1978).  According 
to Munnukka and Jarvi (2008), traditional manufacturing companies use purchasing 
centralization also to manage risks. Saleemi (1997), points out the advantages of 
centralized purchasing as Overheads cost reduction, Purchasing procedures are 
simplified, ensure standardization of the quality materials purchased, advantages of 
bulk purchase are achieved, overall inventory is reduced leading to carrying cost.  
2.3.2 Lead time 
Gopalakrishnan (1990) defines lead time as the time that lapses between ordering 
goods, receiving them and replacing them into uses as the order. According to 
MdTaslimul (2014), Lead time is the time required from start to completion of a 
particular process or activity. According to Rauhala (2011) the goal in many 
companies in supply chain is to reduce lead time of the purchased materials. It must 
be taken into consideration that how much one lead time day costs for the company 
and what the effects are on the company’s operating profit after one day reduction of 
the lead time. The reduction of lead times should be viewed together with other 
functions and parties involved in the supply chain. A company’s profitability will 
improve fundamentally by making the whole logistics chain to work well and  
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 Effectively. Purchasing lead time starts when the goods or services are ordered and 
ends when they are received. Sakki (2009) argues that purchasing lead time consist of: 
placing a purchase order, order entry and processing, supplier 
manufacturing/warehouse working lead time, transportation length, order received 
and different waiting periods between processes. Each one of these steps consume 
time and because of inefficient processes, bottlenecks and demand fluctuations. Hence 
each of these activities takes a different time to be completed. Accuracy in lead times 
is very important because early or late orders can greatly affect other items and 
production schedules. Lead times are usually assigned based on past history and 
discussion with the supplier, often the lead time is agreed to in a purchasing contract. 
If lead time becomes longer than expected goods and services are not delivered at the 
right time causing delays and due that service delivery is affected. It is really very 
difficult and time-consuming to consolidate the requirements of all items different 
plants and then place orders with suppliers. It will be noticed that as the lead time 
increases, the inventories will have to increase correspondingly, resulting in increased 
working capital. Hence the buyer should take steps from profit centre point of view to 
reduce the total lead time. For this purpose he has to identify the time dominant in the 
total lead time. Materials distribution as a factor of delay in procurement, create 
unnecessary problems for developing economy. Christopher (1992) stated that in the 
past it was often the case that was paramount as an influence on the purchase 
decision. He went on to suggest that even though price is significant what determines 
the choice of supplier or brand is the cost involved. The cost of time is simply the 
additional cost that a customer must bear while waiting for delivery or asking out 
alternatives. If a  
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 company is seeking competitive advantages by becoming able to satisfy customer 
needs as they arise, it follows that the company will require greater degree of 
responsiveness from its own suppliers. To achieve that greater degree or 
responsiveness, a company is supposed to outsource distribution function to business 
service providers who are specialized and able to reduce lead time as much as 
possible. According to Sople (2003) the growth of business was witnessed in nineties 
when corporate around the world started concentrating in the entire supply chain and 
realized that logistics is the key to success in the supply chain. They understood that 
the most important strategic utilization of logistics is important in lead time followed 
by gaining market share and reduction in costs. The most important reason for rapid 
acceptance of business logistics providers has been quick gains by the user of the 
services of the business firms. As per the survey conducted by the business firms in 
USA, between 1996 and 1998 early users of business reported an improvement in 
order cycle time that was reduced from 6.3 to 3.5 days. 
2.3.3 Coordination 
Coordination means organizing the activities of two or more groups so that they work 
together efficiently and knows what the others are doing.  March and Simon (1958) 
defines coordination as the extent the purchasing activities of the business units are 
mutually supportive, and unity of effort is achieved to accomplish the firm’s overall 
goals. It is the responsibility of the purchasing center to co-ordinate the purchasing 
needs of user departments. In centralized purchasing coordination among related 
functional areas is more difficult. According to Md. Taslimul (2014), there are 
chances of misunderstanding between central purchasing department and other 
departments because other departments may not get their requirements according to   
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 their own will. Leeders et al (2002) identify the disadvantage of centralized 
purchasing as lack of recognition of unique needs of the user department and lack of 
business unit focus, focusing on corporate requirements not on business unit strategic 
requirements. Communication between centralized purchase office and the plants may 
be difficult. According to Weele (2003), when units are situated in different regions 
this may hamper co-ordination efforts considerably. Lysons (2003), states that in 
centralized purchasing coordination among related functional areas is more difficult, 
hence the move to materials management and logistics approaches. It is possible that 
materials of wrong quality and size may be issued since centralized purchase office 
may not know the need of other plants. For example in Kenya Police service the 
uniform of the police officers is purchased centrally, when issued to different units 
they do not consider the sizes but the number to be issued according to the number of 
the police officers in the unit. In this case some of the police officers may not get 
uniform since the uniform in the store are small or big sizes such that they cannot fit 
them and this occur due to lack of proper coordination between the   centralized 
purchase office and the user.  
2.3.4 Bulk purchase 
Bulk purchase is an act of buying a large quantity of goods at low prices. 
Buying in bulk has many advantages. Manufacturers charge less money per unit on a 
product usually making it less expensive to buy in excess. When purchasing more of 
that product while the unit price of the product is reduced, you will save more money 
in the end. Sure, you will have to pay upfront since buying in bulk means more 
products, but what you get is a significant savings in terms of long term bases. The 
objective is to purchase as much  
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 as possible to satisfy their needs at lower cost since when they in large volume they 
will have more value per cost per unit. 
This allows the consumer dollar spent. Consumer demand for transactions structured 
in this bulk purchase model of consumption help organization to get higher savings 
even if they are affected by Marginal cost, the total cost will never increase. Bulk 
purchase lowers the prices due to economics of scale and other cost savings. 
According to Weele (2003), Prices of some types of raw materials are very sensitive 
to volume. In such circumstances buying higher volumes may immediately lead to 
cost savings. Amold (1999), Centralized purchasing helps to realize economics of 
scale by building demand. According to Joyce (2006), centralized purchasing may be 
able to obtain lower prices than decentralized units if the higher volume created by 
combining orders enables it to take advantage of quantity discounts.  Fees et al 
(2000), refer to this as enforced purchasing power.   Amold et al (1999), refer to the 
increased negotiation power, which leads to better prices and terms. According to 
Heijboer (2003), transaction costs can be lowered by building orders.  Tella and 
Virolainen (2005), explain that the reduction of the number of transactions is a way to 
explain the advantages of purchasing consortia by transaction cost economies.  Also 
Essig (2000), Amold (1999) and Stanley (1993), discuss less administrative work and 
a decrease in administrative duplication in addition to reduction of purchasing 
organization expenses. In centralized purchasing Administration costs are much more 
lowered. Administration cost consists of all the expenses used to run the office work 
including salaries of human resource. 
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 2.4 Operationaliztion of variables 
To operationalise a variable is to define a way of assigning measurements to 
individuals in a population of that variable when the variable is somehow difficult to 
measure in the same way that you might measure height or weight. 
Table 2.4: Operationaliztion of variables 
Variables Indicators measures 
Cost -Transaction costs 
- carrying cost 
- Administrative costs 
 
Questionnaire page 74 
Question 5. (a) 
Lead time - Increased working capital 
- Late delivery 
- production delay 
 
Questionnaire page 75 
Question 8. (a) 
Coordination -Wrong purchase of material 
-Misunderstanding between 
user and buyer 
Questionnaire page 76 
Question 10 (a) 
Bulk purchase -Lower price 
-Reduced Transaction costs 
-Reduce administrative costs 
 
Questionnaire page 77 
Question 13. (a) 
 
2.5 Research gaps 
Joyce Achieng (2016) examined how central procurement affect the efficiency of an 
organization. By means of a case study of Florensis Kenya. This study is going to deal 
with inventory management, procurement system and cost reduction. Kasaya (2013)  
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 examined the factors influencing implementation of centralized purchasing process in 
the Kenya police service. Vagstad (2000), also state that, some modeling studies have 
been conducted in the field, to investigate the agency costs of centralization and to 
determine the optimal allocation of savings in purchasing consortia. Various areas of 
centralized purchasing has been handled but still there other areas of great importance 
that remains unhandled. The literature performed entails that there are gaps in the 
research field. It was noticed that the study providing the effect of centralized 
purchasing on service delivery in public sector is lacking. It is for this reason that the 
study on the effects of centralized purchasing on service delivery in public sector is 
here to be done. The literature often cites cost, lead time, coordination and bulk 
purchase in centralized purchasing. 
2.6 Summary of the literature review 
All the authors argue that purchasing is a process that needs to be handled and 
understood well because it is a core function that brings together many functions of an 
organization and also it is through purchasing that the organizations are supplied with 
requirements that leads to achievement of the organization’s objectives. Centralized 
purchasing system can add value to organization if it is well practiced. It is desirable 
where all units of an organization use similar materials which will enable the  
organization to purchase large amounts for all its units leading to low prices due to 
bulky purchase discount offered. The value can be only achieved where the units are 
located as nearer to the purchasing centre as possible since if the units are far away 
from the purchasing centre the benefits of low prices will be outweighed by the costs 
of distance. Centralized purchasing is suitable for larger organization. The size of 
those units also matters because if they are big, they can gain the advantage of bulk 
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 purchase if are allowed to purchase for themselves.  
In centralized purchasing coordination among related functional areas is more 
difficult. There are chances of misunderstanding between central purchasing 
department and other departments because other departments may not get their 
requirements according to their own will. Centralized purchasing is effective with a 
problem in lead time which should be addressed. Lead time becomes longer in case of 
centralized purchasing than the decentralized purchasing. Centralized purchasing will 
pause delay because branches at different places will send their requirements to the 
purchasing department and the purchasing department will then look into their 
requirements and place the order for the purchase of materials. 
The goal in many companies in supply chain is to reduce lead time of the purchased 
materials. It must be taken into consideration that how much one lead time day costs 
for the company and what the effects are on the company’s operating profit after one 
day reduction of the lead time. The reduction of lead times should be viewed together 
with other functions and parties involved in the supply chain. A company’s 
profitability will improve fundamentally by making the whole logistics chain to work 
well and effectively.  Some organizations adopt a hybrid system that combines both 
centralized and decentralized purchasing.  
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 CHAPTER THRE 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.0 Introduction 
This chapter contains Introduction, Research design, Population, Sample design, Data 
collection instruments, Data collection procedures, Data analysis and Chapter 
summary. 
3.1 Research design  
The design of this research had been a case study of Embu Divisional Police 
Headquarters. The study is an assessment of the effects of centralized purchasing 
system on service delivery in the public sector. 
3.2 Target population 
The study targeted the Administration, Police stations and police post units, a case 
study of Embu west Kenya police service Divisional Headquarters was carried out. 
The researcher’s target population was drawn from the three sections. There were 92 
employees at Embu west Kenya police service Divisional Headquarters and a sample 
of 46 respondents, which is 50% of the employees in the departments and therefore a 
representative sample was arrived at. 
To identify employees to be used in the study, the researcher drew up a list of all 
employees from various sections. In drawing up a list, individual numbers were used. 
The individual employee number were then placed in a box and randomly picked till 
the stated sample size was arrived at. The procedure was repeated till all the 
categories were conferred. The population of 92 employees was distributed as shown 
in the table below.   
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 Table 3.1 Target Population 
 
Sections Population Percentage (%) 
Administration 
 
Police stations 
 
Police Posts 
 
26 
 
40 
 
26 
 
28 
 
44 
 
28 
 
TOTAL  92 100 
 
Source: Author 2018 
 
3.3 Sample design  
The researcher used stratified random sampling as a technique to arrive at the required 
sample. Different departments divide the population of 92members of staff into three 
sections namely, Administration, police stations and police posts. The researcher 
selected a sample of 46 members of staff which covered 50% of the population. 
The table below shows the sample size of 46 members of staff selected from the 
population of 92. 
Table 3.2 Sample Size 
 
Category Sample Size Percentage (%) 
Administration 
 
Police stations 
 
Police Posts 
 
13 
 
20 
 
13 
 
28 
 
44 
 
28 
 
Total 46 100 
Source: Author 2018 
 
3.4 Data collection instruments 
The researcher will use the following instruments in collecting the data. 
(i) Questionnaire  
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 (ii) Personal interview guide 
(iii)  Observation guide 
(iv)  Records analysis guide 
3.4.1 Questionnaire  
This are prepared questions which are written and answered by the various selected 
individuals in a study. They assist the research to get the actual information or the 
study to be carried out. They are normally brief sentences which are to the point so 
that the meaning is not distrusted. Answers given are brief and depending on how the 
questions were formed. They can also form basis for further research. 
Questionnaires were administered because the respondents were knowledgeable 
people and at the same time it was convenient for them since they were filling them at 
their own time since the researcher had agreed to collect them later. The 
questionnaires were given to all the 46 employees randomly selected as the sample 
size. 
3.4.2 Interview guide 
The interview guide is used where the person with the information and the other 
person who needs the information come together and communicate to each other one 
on one. Interviewing is an important tool because it enables both participants to 
communicate together face to face. Each participant can see the behavior of the other 
party as they talk. When talking face to face it is possible to get an accurate answer 
since where one party do not understand ca ask for clarification. There are three 
kindsof interviews namely: structured interviews unstructured interview and semi- 
structured interview. In structured interview it is not open but control is exercised. 
The questions are fixed and are pre- planned. In semi- structured interview planning is  
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 required but the questions are not fixed in that they can allow some changes but are 
based on how the participant is responding. Unstructured interviews are not fixed but 
are flexible they can allow any change in their format. Unstructured interview can be 
planned or not planned. This was administered to the heads of sections.  
The advantages of interview guide are:- 
 (i)It provides reliable and accurate information. 
(ii)It is good for intensive investigation. 
3.4.3 Observation guide 
In observation no questions are required. It is a way of using your own eyes to get the 
information you want. It is a way of collecting data by means of looking things as 
they happen. It is possible to get right result because whatever is happening is real or 
is reality. The researcher my collect data also through hearing that is you listen to 
what people are saying without them knowing that you are getting information from 
them observation is another method for collecting qualitative data.  
This is where the researcher observes the happenings as they occur and record them. 
The advantages of the above instrument are: 
(i)It gives clear picture of what is happening. 
(ii)It gives accurate result because the information received is true. 
(iii)It is relatively cheaper. 
3.4.4 Records analysis guide  
This is data collected and recorded by the organization related to the study being 
undertaken. Its merits are as follows: 
(i)It is simple to obtain  
(ii)It is cheaper to acquire 
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3.5 Pilot Study 
A pilot study is a study done before doing the main planned research project. It is 
done in advance of the major research project to test its performance. Polit et al. 
(2001) states that the term pilot study is used in two different ways in social science 
research.  According to Polit et al. (2001) pilot study refer to so-called feasibility 
studies which are "small scale version[s], or trial run[s], done in preparation for the 
major study. Baker (1994) also defines pilot study the pre-testing or 'trying out' of a 
particular research instrument. Tashakkori & Teddlie (1998) says that, Pilot studies 
can be based on quantitative and/or qualitative methods and large-scale studies might 
employ a number of pilot studies before the main survey is conducted. According to 
Tashakkori & Teddlie (1998) the first phase of a pilot might involve using in-depth 
interviews or focus groups to establish the issues to be addressed in a large-scale 
questionnaire survey. 
In order to do a pilot study, questionnaires were distributed to 11 respondents which 
constitute 1.1% of the targeted population of 92. According to Lackey and Wingate 
(1998) at least 1.1% of the final study sample size should be used in pilot study.  
3.5.1 Validity 
Validity as noted by Robinson (2002) is the degree to which result obtained from the 
analysis of the data actually represents the phenomenon under study. Validity was 
measured by having objective questions included in the questionnaire and by pre 
testing the instrument used through a pilot study in order to identify and change any 
ambiguous, awkward or offensive questions and technique as emphasized by Cooper 
and Schindler (2003).  
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 3.5.2 Reliability test 
Mugenda and Mugenda (1999) defined reliability as a measure of the degree to which 
a research instrument yields consistent results or data after repeated trials. 
According to Mugenda and mugenda (2003) Reliability refers to a measure of the 
degree to which research instruments yield consistent. For reliable instrument, a 
construct composite of co-efficient of 0.7 or above for all constructs, is considered 
adequate as per Mugenda and Mugenda (2003). According to George and Mallery 
(2003) reliability will be calculated with the help of Statistical Package for Social 
Sciences (SPSS). A correlation coefficient greater or equal to 0.6 will be accepted  
3.6 Data collection procedures 
There are two sources of data to be collected namely: primary data and secondary 
data. Primary data is the data that has not been existing but it is collected for the first 
time. The methods used to collect primary data are personal interviews, 
questionnaires, and observation. Secondary data is the data which are existing or 
already available and are kept somewhere. The sources of secondary data are such as 
reading: records, books, news papers journals and from other researchers.   
3.6.1 Questionnaire  
I will distribute questionnaires on the first week during data collection period and 
collect them on the second week of data collection period. 
3.6.2 Personal Interview  
I will book an appointment with the heads of sections on the second and third week of 
data collection period. 
3.6.3Observation 
The researcher will observe and notes users’ respond to challenges of centralized 
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 purchasing, service delivery to members of public, customers’ reaction to the services 
delivered to them, Administration reaction to constraints of centralized purchasing 
and how police officers cope with centralized purchasing challenges. 
3.6.4 Records analysis 
This involves getting information from existing purchasing documents such as 
purchase orders, issue and receipt vouchers and stores ledger cards. 
3.7 Data analysis  
 Data analysis is a means by which data is processed and evaluated through logical 
and analytical mind to access each content of the data given. Data from different areas 
is collected, checked, reviewed and examined to give findings and conclusion. The 
data will be edited, clarified and tabulated in order to give meaningful findings as 
required by the researcher. 
3.8 Ethical considerations 
3.8.1 Informed consent 
The principal of informed consent states that research participants should be aware of 
all the advantages and disadvantages of participating and should not be forced to 
participate if she or he is not willing to do so.  The researcher gave the respondents 
full information about what is required from them, the advantages and disadvantages 
of participating in the study, how the participants are going to be protected hence the 
confidentiality given, participant’s rights and whether the study is being sponsored or 
not. The researcher used simple and clear words to describe the research so that 
participants can understand clearly to avoid misunderstanding. 
3.8.2 Voluntary participants 
The researcher made it clear that participation in research is voluntary. If the research 
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 participants feel they are not comfortable to do the study, can always say no. Research 
participants are free to continue or to withdraw from participating at whichever time 
and for whichever reason and do not have to explain the reason why.  
3.8.3 Confidentiality  
The meaning of confidentiality means that the participants’ identity is only known by 
the researcher but not exposed to the world at large. Any information that may expose 
the identity of the participant in the written report should be eliminated. This to ensure 
that the participants are not ashamed or embarrassed if the report they gave is known 
by the public. Therefore it is for this reason why the researcher informed the 
participants not to include information that can identify him or her such as names or 
addresses in the report required.  
3.8.4 Privacy 
 Privacy is a means by which an individual hinders other people from accessing 
personal issues such as how you do things, thinking capacity and how you are. The 
researcher assured the research participants that their privacy will be highly observed. 
3.8.5 Anonymity 
According to Longman Dictionary anonymity means that other people do not know 
who you are or what your name is. Anonymity is the best way to protect the study 
participants especially when doing observational study. Knowing the participants may 
interfere with the result of what the participants have given to the researcher. This is 
because the researcher may judge according to how she or he knows him or her.  
3.9 Chapter summary 
Chapter three introduces what is contained in the chapter. The design of this research 
had been a case study of Embu West KNPSD. The research project is about, the effect  
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of centralized purchasing system on service delivery in the public sector. 
 The researcher’s target a population of 92 employees at Embu west KNPSD. The 
researcher used stratified random sampling as a technique to arrive at the required 
sample. The researcher used questionnaires, interviews, observation and records 
analysis to collect data. 
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 CHAPTER FOUR 
 
DATA ANALYSIS, PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION 
4.0 Introduction 
In this chapter the researcher has presented the findings analysis and interpretation of 
data collected from the study concerning the effects of Centralized purchasing system 
on service delivery in public sector. The data from complete questionnaires was 
summarized and presented in form of figures and percentages, tables and graphs.  
4.1 Presentation of Findings 
 
4.1.1 Response Rate 
 
Table 4.1 Response Rate  
 
Category Frequency Percentage 
Responded 
 
Did Not Respond 
 
38 
 
8 
 
93 
 
7 
 
Total 46 100 
Source: Author 2018 
 
Figure 4.1 Response Rate 
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 According to table 4.1 and figure 4.1, it is shown that 93% of the respondents 
responded and 7% of the respondents did not respond. The population comprised of  
forty six employees from Embu West Divisional Police Headquarters. In this case, the 
data was collected hence thirty eight respondents completed and forwarded their 
questionnaires out of the forty six questionnaires which the researcher had forwarded 
to various people. This then represented an overall response rate of 93%. The failure 
to get the expected 100% could be attributed to the short notice given to respondents 
to fill the questionnaires. 
4.1.2 Gendre Distribution. 
Table 4.2 Gendre Distribution 
 
Category Frequency Percentage 
 
Female 
 
 
Male 
 
 
27 
 
11 
 
 
71 
 
29 
 
Total 38 100 
Source: Author 2018 
 
Figure 4.2 Gender Distribution 
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 Table 4.2 and figure 4.2 above shows the gender distribution of respondents. It shows 
that majority of respondents were female at 71% and male respondents represented 
29%. Therefore more female respondents took part in the study than their male 
counterparts. 
4.1.3 Age Analysis. 
 
Table 4.3 Age Distribution. 
 
Category Frequency Percentage 
 
Between18-25 
 
Between  26-35 
 
Between 36-40 
 
41 and above 
 
7 
17 
9 
 
5 
18 
43 
25 
14 
Total 38 100 
Source: Author 2018 
 
Figure 4.3 Age Distribution 
 
 
 
In the table above, it is shown that out of the 38 respondents 7 respondents (18%)  
43 
25% 
18% 
43% 
14% 
41 and above 
years 
26-35 years  
18-25 years  
36-40 years  
 were in the age of between 18-25 years, 17 respondents (43%) were in the age of 
between 26-35 years, 9 respondents (25%) were in the age of between 36-40 years 
and 5 respondents (14%) were in the age of 41 years and above. From this analysis it 
Divisional Police Headquarters are in the age of between 26-35 years. 
Table 4.4 Highest Education Level  
  
Category Frequency Percentage 
 
University 
 
College 
 
Secondary 
 
7 
16 
15 
 
19 
43 
38 
 
Total 38 100 
Source: Author 2018 
 
Figure 4.4 Highest Education Level 
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 The analysis of the highest education level attained by respondents is shown in table 
4.4 and figure 4.4 above. It is evident that 43% of respondents have college level 
education, 38% have secondary level education and 19% have university level 
education. 
Table 4.5 Respondents’ Department   
Category Frequency Percentage 
 
Administration 
 
Police stations 
 
Police Posts 
 
15 
 
13 
 
10 
 
39 
 
35 
 
26 
 
Total 38 100 
 
Source: Author 2018 
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 Figure 4.5 Respondents’ Department 
    
 
 
Table 4.5 and figure 4.5 above shows the sections the respondents work in. majority 
of them (39%) work in the Administration section, 35% of them are from the Police  
stations and 26% of respondents are from the Police Posts. 
4.1.4 Whether cost affects service delivery at Embu West KNPSD. 
 
Table 4.6: whether cost affects service delivery at Embu West KNPSD 
 
Category Frequency Percentage 
Yes 
 
No 
 
30 
 
8 
 
78 
 
22 
 
Total 38 100 
Source: Author 2018 
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 Figure 4.6 whether cost affects service delivery at Embu West KNPSD. 
 
 
 
From table 4.6 and figure 4.6 above most respondents (78%) said that cost affects the 
service delivery, while 22% of respondents said that cost does not have any impact on 
service delivery. The analysis therefore proves that cost has an effect on service 
delivery.  
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 Table 4.7: Extent of the effect of cost on service delivery at Embu West KNPSD 
 
Category Frequency Percentage 
Large Extent 
 
Moderate Extent 
 
Low Extent 
 
25 
 
10 
 
3 
 
68 
 
27 
 
5 
 
Total 38 100 
Source: Author 2018 
 
Figure 4.7: Extent of the effect of cost on service delivery at Embu West KNPSD 
 
 
 
The extent to which cost affectservice delivery is shown above in table 4.7 and figure 
4.7. According to majority of respondents (68%) cost affects service delivery to a 
great extent, 27% of respondents indicated the effect is moderate and 5% said the 
effect is low. Service delivery is therefore affected greatly by cost 
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 Table 4.8: Measures undertaken to overcome cost challenges 
 
Measures Frequency Percentage 
To adapt completely centralized purchasing 
 
To adapt a combination of centralized and 
 Decentralized purchasing 
 
To adapt completely decentralized purchasing 
 
Non 
 
11 
 
22 
 
4 
 
1 
 
30 
 
60 
 
8 
 
2 
 
Total 38 100 
Source: Author 2018 
 
Figure4.8: Measures undertaken to overcome cost challenges 
 
 
From table 4.8 and figure 4.8 there was a high response of 60% of those respondents 
who said that the measures to be taken to overcome cost challenges is by adapting a 
combination of centralized and decentralized purchasing. This is followed response of 
30% of those who proposed adapting completely centralized purchasing can also 
overcome cost challenges. A low response of 8% proposed to adapt a decentralized 
purchasing and 2% of the respondents had no proposal on how to  
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 Cost challenges. 
 
4.1.5 Whether lead time affects service delivery at Embu West KNPSD. 
 
Table 4.9: Effects of lead time on service delivery at Embu West KNPSD. 
 
Category Frequency Percentage 
Yes 
 
No 
 
32 
 
6 
 
84 
 
16 
 
Total 38 100 
Source: Author 2018 
 
Figure 4.9: Effects of lead time on service delivery at Embu West KNPSD 
 
 
From table 4.9 and figure 4.9 above there was a high response of 84% of these 
respondents who proposed that lead time has an impact on service delivery. 16% of 
the respondents said that lead time has no impact on service delivery. From this 
analysis it is clear that lead time affects service delivery. 
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 Table 4.10: Extent of effect of lead time on service delivery 
 
Category Frequency Percentage 
Large Extent 
 
Moderate Extent 
 
Low Extent 
 
29 
 
6 
 
3 
 
76 
 
16 
 
8 
 
Total 38 100 
Source: Author 2018 
 
Figure 4.10: Extent of the effect of lead time on service delivery 
 
 
 
The participants were requested to rate to what level do lead time affects service 
delivery. Their responses are shown above in table 4.10 and figure 4.10. According to 
majority of respondents (76%) lead time affects service delivery to a great extent, 
16% of respondents indicated the effect is moderate and 8% said the effect is low. 
This is concluded to mean that lead time greatly affects service delivery. 
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 Table 4.11: Measures undertaken to improve lead time. 
 
Measures 
 
Frequency Percentage 
By reducing purchasing lead time 
 
Better communication between buyer and supplier 
 
Expediting when there are delays 
 
Others 
 
17 
 
7 
 
12 
 
2 
43 
 
18 
 
32 
 
7 
 
Total 38 100 
Source: Author 2018 
Figure 4.11: Measures undertaken to improve lead time. 
 
 
From the table 4.10 above and figure 4.10 below there was a high response of 43% of 
those respondents who proposed that reducing purchasing lead time can improve lead 
time. This was followed by a response of 32% of the respondents who said that  
expediting can also improve lead time. A response of 18% of the respondents said that 
better communication can improve lead time. 7% represented by other responses. 
Through this analysis it is clear that lead time has a negative impact on service  
delivery and there is a need to improve lead time. 
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 4.1.6 Whether coordination affects service delivery at Embu West KNPSD. 
Table 4.12: Effect of coordination on service delivery at Embu West KNPSD 
 
Category Frequency Percentage 
Yes 
 
No 
 
32 
 
6 
 
84 
 
16 
 
Total 38 100 
Source: Author 2018 
 
Figure 4.12: Effect of coordination on service delivery at Embu West KNPSD 
 
 
 
 
From table 4.11 and figure 4.11 above there was a high response of 84% of these 
respondents who proposed that coordination has an impact on service delivery. 16% 
of the respondents said that coordination has no impact on service delivery. From this 
analysis it is clear that coordination affects service delivery.  
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 Table 4.13: Extent of the effect of coordination on service delivery 
 
Category Frequency Percentage 
Large Extent 
 
Moderate Extent 
 
Low Extent 
29 
 
7 
 
2 
68 
 
27 
 
5 
Total 38 100 
Source: Author 2018 
 
Figure 4.13: Extent of the effect of coordination on service delivery 
 
 
 
The respondents were also required to give their rating on the extent to which 
coordination affects service delivery. Their responses are shown above in table 4.12 
and figure 4.12. Majority of respondents (68%) said coordination affects service  
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 delivery to a great extent, 16% of respondents indicated the effect is moderate and 8% 
said the effect is low. This means that service delivery is greatly affected by 
coordination. 
Table 4.14: Coordination between user and buyer units 
 
Category Frequency Percentage 
Poor 
 
Good 
 
Very good 
 
35 
 
2 
 
1 
 
92 
 
5 
 
2 
 
Total 38 100 
Source: Author 2018 
 
Figure 4.14: Coordination between user and buyer units 
 
 
 
From table 4.13 and figure 4.13 there was a high response of 92% of those 
respondents who said that coordination between user and buyer units is poor. This is 
followed by a response of 2% of those who coordination between user and buyer units 
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 is very good. This means that coordination between user and buyer units is poor. The  
At times, it may result in absence of matching of mind between the needy section and 
the buying section resulting in wrong buying. Hence there are chances of 
misunderstanding between the branch which requires the material and the purchasing 
department with the result that wrong purchases of materials can be made. In 
centralized purchasing communication between centralized purchase office and the 
plants is difficult. 
4.1.7 Effects of bulk purchase on service delivery at Embu West KNPSD 
 
Table 4.15: Whether bulk purchase affect service delivery 
 
Category Frequency Percentage 
Yes 
 
No 
 
27 
 
11 
 
71 
 
29 
 
Total 38 100 
Source: Author 2018 
 
Figure 4.15: Whether bulk purchase affects service delivery 
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 From the presentation and analysis of data in table 4.14 and figure 4.14 there was a 
response of 71% of the respondents who said that bulk purchase has an impact on 
service delivery. The minority comprising of 29% indicated that bulk purchase has no 
effect on service delivery 
Table 4.16: Extent of the effect of bulk purchase on centralized purchasing 
 
Category Frequency Percentage 
Large Extent 
 
Moderate Extent 
 
Low Extent 
 
29 
 
7 
 
2 
 
68 
 
27 
 
5 
 
Total 38 100 
Source: Author 2018 
 
Figure 4.16: Extent of the effect of bulk purchase on service delivery 
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 From the presentation and analysis of data in table 4.14 and figure 4.14 there was a 
The respondents were also required to give their rating on the extent to which bulk  
purchase affects service delivery. Their responses are shown above in table 
4.15 and figure 4.15. Majority of respondents (68%) said bulk purchase affects  
Service delivery to a great extent, 16% of respondents indicated the effect is 
 Moderate and 8% said the effect is low. This means that service delivery at Embu 
West KNPSD is greatly affected by bulk purchase. 
4.2 Limitations of the study 
(i) Lack of sources of literature 
As distance learners, some of us live far away from towns or cities and to access 
literature becomes a big problem. In countries there no libraries and electricity in case 
of using internet to get the literature needed. In case of literature review it is a major 
problem to get literature from other researchers because of lack of libraries and 
electricity whereby internet could source of literature. In order access libraries and 
internet you need to cover long distances which are also costly. 
 (ii)Unavailability of permission to do research in specific centers 
Police establishments usually do not allow third party inside to conduct research. This 
may be due to security reasons or may be due to lack of confidence in keeping the 
confidentiality of the data or names. Most of the establishments will not agree a third 
person to get in and find out the problems within and it being gets published. 
(iii) Publishing may be expensive 
When the research study is completed, the further step will be the publishing of the 
same. The printing and binding may turn to be expensive. Any time you take research 
project to the supervisor for checking, you have to prepare the document to look  
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 presentable. In doing so you require printing papers, spirals, covers computer and 
printer with toner. In order to reach the end of the process of research project you 
spend a lot of money in addition to fees. Some of us have to stop any other project so 
that to be able to accomplish this research project.  These expenses may not be easily 
affordable by the student researcher. 
 (iv) Respondents 
Sometimes the respondents may not be truthful in their answers. This is because they 
may not be familiar with what is required of them or not familiar with research 
information due to their level of education and others are not willing to respond at all. 
(v)The work of police is unpredictable, so booking an appointment with the police 
officers is a problem since any time an emergency may arise needing their attention. 
4.3 Chapter summary 
4.3.1 General Information 
The first stage is on cross-tabulation of bi-data characteristics of respondents carried 
out to enable comparison. This revealed that there were no biases on the selection of 
respondents as they were well distributed in the response situation. Also the response 
revealed that the respondents were familiar with the policies and the strategies of the 
organization as they had been in the organization for long enough to be able to 
analyze, evaluate and comment on the effect of the centralized purchasing on service 
delivery in public sector. Gender distribution was 71%which represented female and 
29% for female. This explains that most female officers remain to do office work 
while male officer are involved in operation work outside stations. This revealed that 
male police officers are mostly attached in operations hence work outside the stations  
and posts in operation areas such as Isiolo, Marsabit and Moyale. 
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 Based on the findings in this research study it is revealed that majority of the 
respondents working in this organization are in the age of between 26-36 years 
4.3.2 Effects of cost on service delivery 
The researcher wanted to know whether cost affects service delivery, to what extend 
and the measures undertaken to improve cost. Majority of the respondents agreed that 
cost effects service delivery and to a large extent. The respondents suggested that 
adapting combination of centralized and decentralized purchasing system can 
overcome cost challenges at Embu West KNPSD. 
4.3.3 Effects of lead time on service delivery. 
The researcher wanted to know whether lead time affects service delivery, to what 
extend and the measures undertaken to improve lead time. Majority of the 
respondents agreed that lead time effects service delivery and to a large extent. 
Majority of the respondents had an opinion that reducing purchasing lead time can 
improve lead time at Embu West KNPSD. 
4.3.4 Effect of coordination on service delivery 
The researcher sought to establish whether coordination affects service delivery, to 
what extend and how is coordination between user and buyer units. 
Majority of the respondents agreed that coordination effects service delivery at Embu 
West KNPSD and to a large extent. Majority of the respondents felt that coordination 
between user and buyer units is poor at Embu West KNPSD. 
4.3.5 Effects of bulk purchase on service delivery  
The researcher wanted to know whether bulk purchase has an affects on service 
delivery and to what extent. Majority of the respondents agreed that bulk purchase has 
effects on service delivery and to a large extent at Embu West KNPSD. 
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 CHAPTER FIVE 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.0 Introduction 
This chapter presents the summary of the findings conclusions and recommendations 
based on the research objectives and research questions. This study focuses on the 
effects of centralized purchasing on service delivery in the public sector. 
5.1 Summary of finding  
5.1.1 The effects of cost on service delivery 
The researcher wanted to know if cost has an effect on service delivery. Majority of 
the respondents 60% agreed yes that cost has an impact on service delivery, while 
22% disagreed that it has an impact. The researcher went further to ask the 
respondents on the measures that can be taken to overcome cost challenges. 60% of 
the respondents suggested that adopting combination of centralized and 
Decentralized purchasing can overcome cost challenges, 30% suggested adapting 
completely centralized purchasing while 8% proposed to adapt a decentralized 
purchasing and2% of the respondents had no proposal on how to overcome cost 
challenges. According to above analysis it shows that cost has effects on service 
delivery at Embu west Kenya National police service Division. The literature reveals 
that has many cost-saving features which include buy in bulk at reduced costs 
Purchasing managers can buy in bulk at reduced costs, can better manage 
inventory to reduce inventory carrying cost, no need to employ individual 
managers for individual locations which leads to reduction in administration cost 
and also Transaction costs is reduced in centralized purchasing. Hence cost is much 
lower in centralized purchasing. 
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 5.1.2 Effects of lead time on service delivery. 
The researcher wanted to know whether lead time has an effect on service delivery. 
86% of the respondents agreed that yes lead time has an effect on service delivery. 
14% were not sure. The researcher went further to ask the respondents on the 
measures that can be taken to improve lead time.43% proposed by reducing the 
purchasing lead time .32% suggested that incase of delays there should be 
expediting,18% said that employing better communication can also assist in 
improving lead time and 7% represents the others. Based on the findings lead time 
have effects on service delivery. According to the literature it is clear that  
Lead time becomes longer in case of centralized purchasing. There is a problem in 
reaching goods in right place at the right time in centralized purchasing causing 
production delays and increasing working capital at Embu west Kenya National 
police service Division. 
5.1.3 Effects of coordination on service delivery  
Coordination being one of the independed variables, the researcher wanted to know 
whether it affects coordination on service delivery. 84% said yes that coordination has 
an effect, 16% of the respondents said that coordination has no impact on service 
delivery. It is found that coordination has an impact on service delivery. This means 
that service delivery is greatly affected by coordination. Coordination between user 
and buyer units is poor. The specific requirements of the individual items may not be 
attended successfully. At times, it may result in absence of matching of mind between 
the needy section and the buying section resulting in wrong buying. Hence there are 
chances of misunderstanding between the branch which requires the material and the 
purchasing department with the result that wrong purchases of materials can be made 
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  and Communication between centralized purchase office and the plants may be 
difficult at Embu west Kenya National police service Division. 
5.1.4 Effects of bulk purchase on service delivery 
The researcher wanted to know whether bulk purchase affects service delivery. There 
was a high response of 71% of the respondents who said that bulk purchase has an 
impact on service delivery. The minority comprising of 29% indicated that bulk 
purchase has no effect. The respondents gave their rating on the extent to which bulk 
purchase affects service delivery. Majority of respondents (68%) said bulk purchase 
affects service delivery to a great extent, 16% of respondents  
Indicated the effect is moderate and 8% said the effect is low. The above analysis 
shows that bulk purchase has an impact on service delivery. This means that service 
delivery is greatly affected by bulk purchase. The literature reveals that bulk purchase 
lowers the prices due to economics of scale, reduce administrative costs and 
transaction costs. 
5.2 Recommendations  
(i) Top management should ensure that users’ need is well identified and clearly 
communicated to the purchasing unit so that when buying, they will buy 
exactly the items that are required by the users. For example at Embu west 
Division police officers Some of the police officers may have uniform 
equipment which looks old or torn and there might be informs in the store 
which are small or big in size such that they cannot fit the needy officers. This 
means that the sizes of all the police officers in units should be known by the 
buyer so that the uniforms will be purchased according to the sizes of police 
officers and will not remain in store while police officers do not have uniform. 
(ii) Top management should ensure that where units are far away from the  
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 (iii)Purchasing center, a combination of centralized and decentralized purchasing 
system is used to avoid unnecessary cost and late delivery of goods and 
services required by the users.  
(iv) Top management should ensure that coordination between users and buying 
Unit is improved. This is by putting in place communication facilities that 
links the users with the buyer and it will be easy for the users to communicate 
their needs to the buyer where necessary.  
5.3 Conclusions. 
Based on the study findings it is concluded all the identified independent variables 
affected dependent variable in a large extent. Concerning cost, centralized purchasing 
has many cost-saving features. About lead time, according to the literature it is 
clear that Lead time becomes longer in case of centralized purchasing. There is a 
problem in reaching goods in right place at the right time at Embu west Kenya 
National police service Division causing services delays and increasing working 
capital. Service delivery is greatly affected by coordination whereby coordination 
between user and buyer units is poor. Concerning bulk purchase, the literature reveals 
that bulk purchase lowers the prices due to economics of scale; reduce administrative 
costs and transaction costs. Lead time and coordination affected service delivery in 
negative ways while cost and bulk purchase affected service delivery in positive 
ways. 
5.4 Suggestion for further study 
The following suggestions for further researches are made: 
 To examine the effects of geographic dispersion on centralized purchasing and the 
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measures that can be undertaken to overcome the challenges of geographic dispersion 
of the organization’s units in centralized purchasing 
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 APPENDIX I 
LETTER OF INTRODUCTION 
MANAGEMENT UNIVERSITY OF AFRICA  
 P.O BOX 29677-00100 
NAIROBI, KENYA 
Dear respondent, 
SUBJECT: RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE 
I am currently pursuing Bachelor of management and leadership degree. As a partial 
fulfillment of requirement for award of Bachelor of management and leadership 
degree, I am now in the process of carrying out a research study entitled the effect of 
centralized purchasing on service delivery in public sector. I am glad to notify you 
that you are one of the randomly selected participants for this study. I humbly request 
you to provide me with the information being inquired in the questionnaire provided. 
Your confidentiality and anonymity is highly regarded and shall be held with respect. 
Being an academic study, your participation is regarded as voluntary and no 
compensation shall be expected whatsoever. Do not write your name in the 
questionnaire because the results of the study will be given in a general term. In case 
you have any query regarding this questionnaire, be free to contact me on mobile 
number 0722552352. 
Thanking you in advance. 
 
Yours sincerely 
……………………………… 
MwanikiLoise 
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 APPENDIX II 
RESEARCH STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE 
This questionnaire is designed to collect data from Embu West Police Division and 
the data shall be used for academic purpose only. The respondents are highly 
encouraged and persuaded to respond to the questions or statements in this 
questionnaire in the most truthful and objective way possible. The information that 
you provide will be treated with outmost confidentiality. Your participation in 
facilitating this study is highly appreciated.  
Please tick within the boxes or by writing in the space provided 
SECTION A: GENERAL INFORMATION 
1. Gender 
 
a. Male   [     ] 
b. Female  [     ] 
 
2. Age in year 
a. 18-25 years  [     ] 
b. 26-35 years  [     ]  
c. 36-40 years  [     ] 
d. 40 and above years [     ] 
3. Highest level of education 
 
a. University  [     ] 
b. College  [     ] 
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 c. Secondary  [     ] 
 
4. In which staff category are you 
a. Top management [     ] 
b. Middle management [     ] 
c. Low management  [     ] 
SECTION B: COST 
5. Does cost affect service delivery at Embu West KNPSD? 
a. Yes   [     ] 
b. No   [     ] 
5 (a) If yes, explain the effects of cost on service delivery at Embu West KNPSD 
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
6. To what extent does cost affects service delivery at Embu West KNPSD? 
a. Large extent  [     ] 
b. Moderate extent [     ] 
c. Low extent  [     ] 
Explain 
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………….. 
7. What are the measures undertaken to overcome cost challenges 
a. To adapt completely centralized [     ] 
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 b. To adapt a combination of centralized and decentralized purchasing [     ] 
c. To adapt completely decentralized purchasing [     ] 
d. Non                                                                                 [     ] 
SECTION C: LEAD TIME 
8. Does lead time affect service delivery at Embu West KNPSD? 
a. Yes [     ] 
b. No [     ] 
8. (a) If yes, explain the effects of lead time on service delivery at Embu West 
KNPSD 
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
To what extent does lead time affect service delivery? 
c. Large Extent  [     ] 
d. Moderate Extent [     ] 
e. Low Extent  [     ] 
Explain 
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
9. What measures can be undertaken to improve lead time? 
a. By reducing purchasing lead time  [     ] 
b. Better communication between buyer an supplier [     ] 
c. Expediting when there are delays    [     ] 
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 d. Others          [     ] 
SECTION D: COORDINATION 
10. Does coordination affects service delivery at Embu West KNPSD? 
a. Yes [     ] 
b. No [     ] 
10 (a) If yes, explain the effects of coordination on service delivery at Embu West 
KNPSD 
.…………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
11. To what extent does coordination affects service delivery? 
a. Large Extent  [     ] 
b. Moderate   Extent [     ] 
c. Low Extent   [     ] 
Explain 
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
12.  How do you consider the Coordination between the user and buyer unit? 
i. Very good  
ii. Good  
iii. Poor 
Explain 
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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 13. Does bulk purchase effect service delivery at Embu West KNPSD? 
a. Yes   [     ] 
b. No   [     ] 
13 (a) If yes, explain the effects of bulk purchase on service delivery at Embu 
West KNPSD. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
14. To what extent does bulk purchase affect service delivery? 
a. Large extent  [     ] 
b. Moderate extent    [     ] 
c. Low extent  [     ] 
Explain 
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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APPENDIX III 
 
RESEARCH STUDY WORKPLAN 
 
Activity Jan Feb July August Sept. Oct. Nov. 
Identifying research 
problem 
       
Proposal writing        
Pilot study        
Data Collection        
Data Analysis        
Report Writing        
Presentation        
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APPENDIX IV 
RESEARCH STUDY BUDGET 
 
 
Item Cost per item Amount (Kshs) 
Stationary (5 rims of Printing 
papers)/pens 
500 3,000 
Printing and binding 5,000 5,000 
telephones 4,000 4,000 
Travel and subsistence 1O,000 10,000 
Miscellaneous 5,000 5,000 
Internet services/flash disk 6,000 6,000 
Data analysis 2,000 2,000 
Total  35,000 
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